Zinc allosterically modulates antagonist binding to cloned D1 and D2 dopamine receptors.
Cations of various size and charge were used as atomic scale probes of D1 and D2 dopamine receptors. Those cations that perturbed the binding of D1- and D2-selective dopamine receptor antagonists were identified by screening at 5 mM cation. Pseudo-noble-gas-configuration d-transition metals, such as zinc, exerted a complete inhibition of specific binding, whereas most other cations had little or no effect. The nature of zinc's actions was characterized by measuring the radioligand binding properties of [3H]SCH-23390 and [3H]methylspiperone to cloned D1A and D2L dopamine receptors in either the presence or absence of Zn2+. Zinc exerts a low-affinity, dose-dependent, EDTA-reversible inhibition of the binding of subtype-specific antagonists primarily by decreasing the ligands' affinity for their receptors. The mechanism of zinc inhibition appears to be allosteric modulation of the dopamine receptor proteins because zinc increases the dissociation constant (K(D)) of ligand binding, Schild-type plots of zinc inhibition reach a plateau, and zinc accelerates antagonist dissociation rates. Here we demonstrate the effect of zinc on the binding of D1- and D2-selective antagonists to cloned dopamine receptors and show that the inhibition by zinc is through a dose-dependent, reversible, allosteric, two-state modulation of dopamine receptors.